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Maryland Department of Transportation Maryland Transit 

Administration (MDOT MTA) 

Meeting for the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) 

 

The following meeting occurred on Tuesday, May 19, 2020, starting at 1:00 p.m. Due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, the meeting was held via teleconference call. 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

Susan Sperry    CAC Chair 

Linda Greene    CAC Member 

Peach Dolar CAC Member 

Sachin Hebbar CAC Member 

Marlene Hendler   CACAT Chair 

Peggy Clark    CACAT Member 

Dave Myers MTA, Director of MTA Governmental Affairs 

Roan Bennett Director, MTA Office of Customer and Community 

Relations 

James Lewis Deputy Director, MTA Office of Customer and Community 

Relations 

Eleni Flannery Community Relations Manager, MTA Office of Customer 

and Community Relations 

LaToya Eff    MTA Office of Customer and Community Relations 

Teddy Krolik                                      MTA Chief of Engagement, Office of Planning 

Kimiya Darrell   MTA Office of Planning 

David Varner                                      MTA Director of Bus Maintenance 

Thomas Curtis    Guest 

Douglas Winslow   Guest 

Edward Cohen    Guest 

 

 

PROCEEDINGS 

 

Susan Sperry, CAC Chair, called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.  

 

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

Susan Sperry welcomed everyone to the May 2020 Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) 

meeting.   

Susan Sperry introduced Mr. David Varner, MTA Director of Bus Maintenance. 

Mr. Varner thanked everyone for their time.  Mr. Varner provided an overview of bus 

maintenance initiatives in response to COVID-19. 
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Mr. Varner stated that the bus maintenance team performs a lot of work behind the scenes that 

most people do not see.  The initiatives include: 

 

• Driver Barriers: Driver barriers have been in use for approximately 3-4 years and were 

initially implemented for the protection of the bus operators. 

 

• Nanomicron - Nanomicron has been used since 2015 when H1-N1 was discovered.  

Frequently touched surfaces are cleaned with a solution which is supposed to last 2-5 

years, depending on the cleaning.  The disinfectant prevents the growth of germs on 

surfaces.  MTA has a contractor that applies the solution to surfaces on the buses at night.  

The solution is applied to all touch points on the buses and is not wiped off.  The bus 

operators also wipe down the fare box, steering wheel, parking brake, and everything that 

is touched. 

 

• Public Transit Rear Door Boarding – MTA requested that passengers board buses using 

the rear door.  All MTA buses are not equipped with the upward control lift in the back, 

the older buses had to be reprogrammed and the 2004, 2005, and 2006 models still have 

the old-style spring door and had to be parked. 

 

• Air Conditioner System – MTA uses ultraviolet (UV) light on the buses and within the 

air conditioning system to sanitize the air. 

 

• Hard, Plastic Seats – The new MTA buses have hard plastic seats, which makes them 

easier to clean.   

 

• Improved Driver Barriers - Driver barriers are going to the next stage by providing a 

more enclosed area for the operators.   The improved driver barriers will close the gaps 

and make the operators feel more comfortable while working. 

 

• MTA is considering placing partitions behind each seat so that riders do not have 

someone coughing on the back of their neck. 

 

MTA is interested in receiving feedback, ideas, and suggestions from riders. 

  

Susan Sperry thanked Mr. Varner and his staff for all their hard work and the tremendous job 

they all are doing to keep everyone safe. 

 

Ms. Sperry asked if there were any questions for Mr. Varner. 

 

Sachin Hebar asked:“With the number of things that people are doing and the products that are 

being brought in; has MTA found it to be beneficial?  Is it being supported by data?  Also, is the 

Maryland Department of Health providing guidance on the various ways that things are being 

done?  Are there other agencies coming up with other solutions?” 
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Mr. Varner responded, yes.  In order for the product or procedure to be implemented, it has to be 

proven to be effective.  MTA is currently working closely with healthcare providers, testing UV 

lights procedures, and receiving data and feedback from multiple sources at the forefront of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.    

 

Sachin Hebbar stated that there are a number of departments at Johns Hopkins; did you reach out 

to anyone at Johns Hopkins to receive proven data?   

 

Mr. Varner responded that that was a good idea; however, everyone is busy with COVID-19 

right now.  If you have a contact at Johns Hopkins that you can share, I will gladly accept it.    

 

Sachin Hebbar stated that he would gladly put Mr. Varner in touch with some of his contacts at 

Johns Hopkins.  

 

Susan Sperry introduced Teddy Krolik, Chief of Engagement at the MTA Office of Planning   

 

Mr. Krolik provided an update on the Regional Transit Plan.   

 

Regional Transit Plan (RTP) Overview: 

 

• The Regional Transit Plan is updated every 5 years.  The counties that the Regional 

Transit Plan focuses on are Anne Arundel, Howard, Hartford, and Baltimore County, and 

Baltimore City. 

 

• The Regional Transit Plan is comprised of input from the RTP Commission, in which 

Linda Greene is a Commissioner. The Commission meets every other month, and they 

are currently on Meeting # 8 which will be held on June 18, 2020.  

 

• The Commission is gathering information by speaking with subject matter experts, other 

transit officers, riders at transit stations, individuals in malls, and libraries.  However, the 

Commission is limited to activities due to COVID-19, so they are trying to find other 

ways to gather information since they cannot speak to people directly. 

 

• Project Schedule: 

o Draft plan was available at the end of April 2020 

o Comment period is open thru June 2020 

o The Final Draft Plan will be delivered to the State Legislature on October 1, 2020 

 

Susan Sperry thanked Teddy Krolik for his hard work tracking and reviewing all the content that 

was presented.   

 

Susan Sperry requested a copy of the presentation so that each member of the CAC will have a 

copy for their record.   

 

Roan Bennett provided an update on MTA: 

• MTA is retraining operators on Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance.   
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• Ridership is still down across the board since the state of emergency was declared by the 

Governor 

• Commuter bus was approximately at 70% in May 2020.  Revenue is extremely low right 

now across the board 

• MTA will be discussing the plan for moving forward in regards to budget cuts. 

 

Susan Sperry thanked everyone for attending the meeting and adjourned the meeting at 2:00 p.m.  


